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Baby Trend Expedition Jogging Stroller How To Fold
Offers readers a variety of activities they can do to get outside in summer. Filled with fun facts about the season, bonus sidebar activities, and
a “Get Outside!” special feature, this book is sure to inspire kids to explore the great outdoors.
Demonstrate the nature of culture and its influence on people's lives. For over 40 years, the best-selling Conformity and Conflict has brought
together original readings and cutting edge research alongside classic works as a powerful way to study human behavior and events. Its
readings cover a broad range of theoretical perspectives and demonstrate basic anthropological concepts. The Fourteenth Edition
incorporates successful articles from past editions and fresh ideas from the field to show fascinating perspectives on the human experience.
Teaching and Learning Experience Personalize Learning - MyAnthroLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides
engaging experiences that personalize learning, and comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to
helping students and instructors achieve their goals. Improve Critical Thinking - Articles, article introductions and review questions encourage
students to examine their assumptions, discern hidden values, evaluate evidence, assess their conclusions, and more! Engage Students Section parts, key terms, maps, a glossary and subject index all spark student interest and illustrate the reader's main points with examples
and visuals from daily life. Support Instructors - Teaching your course just got easier! You can create a Customized Text or use our
Instructor's Manual, Electronic “MyTest” Test Bank or PowerPoint Presentation Slides. Additionally, Conformity and Conflict's part
introductions parallel the basic concepts taught in introductory courses – which allow the book to be used alone as a reader or in conjunction
with a main text. Note: MyAnthroLab does not come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase MyAnthroLab, please visit
www.MyAnthroLab.com or you can purchase a valuepack of the text + MyAnthroLab (at no additional cost): VP ISBN-10:
0205176011/ISBN-13: 9780205176014
Parenting is definitely one of the hardest but most rewarding things to do in life. It involves a ton of work, but in the end, every bit of effort is
well worth it. Each of these ebooks provides information on a different aspect of parenting. They cover everything from some of the best baby
products to tips of raising children! This bundle includes the following ebooks: -Changing Tables for Babies: A Convenient Place to Change
Diapers -Sleep Baby, Sleep: Cribs and Crib Bedding That Will Keep Your Baby Safe and Comfy -Baby Strollers: The Essential Product for
Every Infant -Baby Car Seats: Safety, Style, and Comfort for Your Child -Raising Your Children Safely and Effectively: A Guide for New
Parents Why would you pay the full price for each of these parenting ebooks when you can buy them bundled together for this great price?
Reviews a variety of current consumer products and helps consumers obtain the most value for their money.
“A hilarious family tale” about a modern-day mother’s lifestyle crisis—and her outlandish attempts to get her family back (Woman’s Day).
Lydia Modine is sixty-one and about to come undone. Her three grown-up children have flown the coop. She hasn’t seen them together in
more than a year, and now her ex-husband is about to marry a woman half his age. And the insults keep coming: Lydia is stuck on a book
she’s writing about Detroit’s car industry, which uncannily parallels her own life—out with the old model, in with the new. She’s poured her
soul into her family, only to be abandoned in the City of Dream Machines. But then a twist of fate introduces her to Norm, an eco-car fanatic
out to remake her and the world. A “smart and funny” novel that’s sure to appeal to anyone who has longed for an alternate life, Drives Like
a Dream confirms that sometimes when you set out for a spin, the twists and turns can be perfectly rewarding—and right (Chicago Tribune).
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“A beautiful novel.” —The Washington Post
Transportation plays a substantial role in the modern world; it provides tremendous benefits to society, but it also imposes significant
economic, social and environmental costs. Sustainable transport planning requires integrating environmental, social, and economic factors in
order to develop optimal solutions to our many pressing issues, especially carbon emissions and climate change. This essential multiauthored work reflects a new sustainable transportation planning paradigm. It explores the concepts of sustainable development and
sustainable transportation, describes practical techniques for comprehensive evaluation, provides tools for multi-modal transport planning,
and presents innovative mobility management solutions to transportation problems. This text reflects a fundamental change in transportation
decision making. It focuses on accessibility rather than mobility, emphasizes the need to expand the range of options and impacts considered
in analysis, and provides practical tools to allow planners, policy makers and the general public to determine the best solution to the
transportation problems facing a community. Featuring extensive international examples and case-studies, textboxes, graphics,
recommended reading and end of chapter questions, the authors draw on considerable teaching and researching experience to present an
essential, ground-breaking and authoritative text on sustainable transport. Students of various disciplines, planners, policymakers and
concerned citizens will find many of its provocative ideas and approaches of considerable value as they engage in the processes of
understanding and changing transportation towards greater sustainability.
A history and celebration of women's cycling—beginning with its origins as a political statement, beloved pastime, and early feminist act—that
shares the stories of notable cyclists and groups around the world More than a century after they first entered the mainstream, bicycles and
the culture around them are as accessible as ever—but for women, that progress has always been a struggle to achieve, and even now the
culture remains overwhelmingly male. In Revolutions, author Hannah Ross highlights the stories of extraordinary women cyclists and allfemale cycling groups over time and around the world, and demonstrates both the feminist power of cycling and its present-day issues. A
cyclist herself, Ross puts a spotlight on the many incredible women and girls on bicycles from then to now—many of whom had to endure
great opposition to do so, beginning in the 1880s, when the first women began setting distance records, racing competitively, and using
bicycles to spread the word about women’s suffrage. Revolutions also celebrates women setting records and demanding equality in
competitive cycling, as well as cyclists in countries including Afghanistan, India, and Saudi Arabia who are inspiring women to take up space
on the road, trails, and elsewhere. Both a history of women's cycling and an impassioned manifesto, Revolutions challenges a maledominated narrative that has long prevailed in cycling and celebrates the excellence of women in the culture.
This pocket-sized guide provides ratings and reviews of parents' favorite baby gear, including strollers, car seats, highchairs, toys, clothing
and much more. Each listing in the guide provides manufacturers' information and product specs in addition to parent ratings and
quotes/commentary. Alphabetical and Manufacturer Indexes make finding relevant information easy and fun.
THREE MONTHS. IT WAS ONLY FOR THREE MONTHS. My name is Emma Knight and I'm a twenty-four-year-old woman who was moving
from Miami to New York to pursue my dream of attending Parsons School of Design. My plan was set in motion. I was packed and already on
my way when I met a man and received an email, both of which altered my plans and changed the course of my life. Max Hamilton, a twentyfive-year-old, panty-melting, rich playboy who was being groomed to take over Hamilton Securities, told me it was for only three months. His
proposed deal was that I had to pose as his fiancee until his twenty-sixth birthday so he could collect his trust fund. I'd help him and, in return,
he'd help me achieve my dream. It was a win-win situation, right? WRONG. Love was never part of the deal and neither was the secret that
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Max could never find out about."
News of a new arrival brings about a flurry of activity. In reality there is very little a newborn needs other than warmth and love and what
better way to show that you care than to hand-knit a beautiful baby blanket.
A provocative, cutting edge exploration of obesity probes recent attempts to uncover the underlying cause of this national epidemic, from
scientists breeding superobese rats to the scientific search for the obesity gene and the race to create a pill to cure the fat problem. Reprint.
'Opens Vanessa Ronan's literary career the way dynamite opens a safe ... beautiful and invigoratingly shocking' Joseph O'Connor, Irish
Times 'Vivid storytelling. ... makes your fingers tremble when you turn the pages. The terror and the pity of it will stay with you for a long time.'
Sunday Times 'Shades of In Cold Blood and Truman Capote, shades of Harper Lee ... it's very tense and there's constant mystery hovering
over every turn of the page.' Ryan Tubridy, RT Radio One 'Phenomenally atmospheric ... beautifully written and very very gripping' Marian
Keyes 'A powerful, formidable debut. Vanessa is a natural storyteller and what a gripping, dark, compelling story this is.' Donal Ryan
'Beautifully crafted and dark family drama - 4 STARS' Heat 'Written with poetry and vision. With a blistering ending that leaves you racing to
its conclusion ... an exciting new talent.' Stylist 'Extraordinarily accomplished ... full of dark tension ... compelling' Examiner 'Ronan's writing is
refreshing, vivid and full of suspense ... it's exciting to come across such a great new talent' RT Guide 'A tense, atmospheric, intriguing read'
Liz Nugent She can forgive. They can't forget. After ten years in the Huntsville State Penitentiary, Jasper Curtis returns home to live with his
sister and her two daughters. Lizzie does not know who she's letting into her home: the brother she grew up loving or the monster he
became. Teenage Katie distrusts this strange man in their home but eleven-year-old Joanne is just intrigued by her new uncle. Jasper says
he's all done with trouble, but in a forgotten prairie town that knows no forgiveness, it does not take long for trouble to arrive at their door ...
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before
she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is
not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
Discover the joys of all-natural body care. Stephanie Tourles shows you how to use fruit, flowers, herbs, and minerals to craft healthy
products that promote radiant skin, strong nails, shiny hair, and an elevated mood. Pamper yourself from head to toe with products like
Strawberry Cleanser, Pineapple Sunflower Scrub, and Almond Rose Body Lotion. Gentle on your skin and free of harsh chemicals found in
commercial products, you’ll want to indulge yourself over and over with these luxuriously aromatic bath blends, face masks, and body
scrubs.
Assesses the safety, durability, comfort, and performance of baby products such as toys, clothes, food, and cribs.
A stroller is almost an essential product for babies. Chances are that you will have to transport your baby to one place or another during its
infancy, and a stroller is one of the best ways to do this. Not only do you not have to carry your child around, but it also allows your child to
get a nice scenic view of where you are going. Basically, a baby stroller is a great investment regardless of what you plan on doing. You will
find it useful whether you are taking strolls in the park or going shopping at the mall!
In this eighth edition, parents will find helpful tips on "building" the baby's nursery, from crib to diaper bag, plus ratings of car seats, carriers,
play yards, and travel systems.
A template for pranksters, artists, adventurers and anyone interested in rampant creativity, for years to come. Tales Of The San Francisco
Cacophony Society tells the history of the most influential underground cabal that you have never heard of. Rising from the ashes of the
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mysterious and legendary Suicide Club, The Cacophony Society, at its zenith, hosted chapters in over a dozen major cities, and influenced
much of what was once called the underground. Flash Mobs, Urban Exploration, and Culture Jamming are a few of the pop culture trends
that Cacophony helped kick off. Chuck Palahniuk's Fight Club, Burning Man and Internet social networking powerhouse Laughing Squid were
informed and inspired by Cacophony. The Burning Man Festival actually began as a Cacophony event as did the annual, and now world-wide
SantaCon. Cacophony events could range from something as simple as climbing the Golden Gate Bridge or having a discussion over drinks
about a movie seen together, to something as elaborate as The Atomic Café -- an event involving a hundred bedraggled "nuclear holocaust
Survivors" mounting elaborate costumed rituals throughout the bowels of a massive abandoned tooth paste factory. Yes.... Cacophony was
that strange. Cacophony's heyday was concurrent with the rise of the internet. The story of this group is of historical significance for this
reason. Information about upcoming pranks, street theater and other events hosted by Cacophony was spread by paper flyers posted on
telephone poles and left in coffee shops, by the Societies mailer "Rough Draft" and by word of mouth. Then, with the genesis of personal
computing and social networking, the jokers, artists and troublemakers of Cacophony were among some of the first non-geeks to explore the
power of this new and world changing way of communicating. Burning Man, Urban Exploration, flash mobs and the like were avenues of
creativity with their roots in Cacophony, that spread like wildfire through the mechanism of these new communication technologies.
Lists mail-order companies with discounted prices, featuring clothing, furniture, toys, and safety devices.
In one of his most ambitious physical efforts to date, Dean Karnazes attempted to run 50 marathons, in 50 states, in 50 days to raise
awareness of youth obesity and urge Americans of all fitness levels to "take that next step." "UltraMarathon Man: 50 Marathons - 50 States 50 Days", a Journeyfilm documentary, follows Dean’s incredible step-by-step journey across the country. Ultrarunning legend Dean
Karnazes has run 262 miles-the equivalent of ten marathons-without rest. He has run over mountains, across Death Valley, and to the South
Pole-and is probably the first person to eat an entire pizza while running. With an insight, candor, and humor rarely seen in sports memoirs
(and written without the aid of a ghostwriter or cowriter), Ultramarathon Man has inspired tens of thousands of people-nonrunners and
runners alike-to push themselves beyond their comfort zones and be reminded of "what it feels like to be truly alive," says Sam Fussell,
author of Muscle. Ultramarathon Man answers the questions Karnazes is continually asked: - Why do you do it? - How do you do it? - Are you
insane? And in the new paperback edition, Karnazes answers the two questions he was most asked on his book tour: - What, exactly, do you
eat? - How do you train to stay in such good shape?
Cities shape the lives and outlooks of billions of people, yet they have been overshadowed in contemporary political thought by nation-states,
identity groups, and concepts like justice and freedom. The Spirit of Cities revives the classical idea that a city expresses its own distinctive
ethos or values. In the ancient world, Athens was synonymous with democracy and Sparta represented military discipline. In this original and
engaging book, Daniel Bell and Avner de-Shalit explore how this classical idea can be applied to today's cities, and they explain why
philosophy and the social sciences need to rediscover the spirit of cities. Bell and de-Shalit look at nine modern cities and the prevailing ethos
that distinguishes each one. The cities are Jerusalem (religion), Montreal (language), Singapore (nation building), Hong Kong (materialism),
Beijing (political power), Oxford (learning), Berlin (tolerance and intolerance), Paris (romance), and New York (ambition). Bell and de-Shalit
draw upon the richly varied histories of each city, as well as novels, poems, biographies, tourist guides, architectural landmarks, and the
authors' own personal reflections and insights. They show how the ethos of each city is expressed in political, cultural, and economic life, and
also how pride in a city's ethos can oppose the homogenizing tendencies of globalization and curb the excesses of nationalism. The Spirit of
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Cities is unreservedly impressionistic. Combining strolling and storytelling with cutting-edge theory, the book encourages debate and opens
up new avenues of inquiry in philosophy and the social sciences. It is a must-read for lovers of cities everywhere. In a new preface, Bell and
de-Shalit further develop their idea of "civicism," the pride city dwellers feel for their city and its ethos over that of others.
Distinguished pediatrician Dr Robert Bucknam, M.D. and co-author Gary Ezzo are two of the world's leading experts on baby sleep and
feeding patterns. Millions of new mothers across the globe are coming toward this new brand at an increasing pace as they find and share
the life changing success they are achieving with their newborns. This updated Anniversary edition celebrates 25 years with Bucknam and
Ezzo's groundbreaking approach which has found favor with over six million parents in all 50 states and has been translated into 20
languages around the world. For 25 years, On Becoming Babywise has been the de facto newborn parenting manual for naturally
synchronizing your baby's feeding time, waketime and nighttime sleep cycles, so the whole family can sleep through the night. In his 28th
year as a licensed Pediatrician, Dr. Robert Bucknam, M.D. along with co-author Gary Ezzo, demonstrate how order and stability are mutual
allies of every newborn's metabolism and how parents can take advantage of these biological propensities. In particular, they note how an
infant's body responds to the influences of parental routine or the lack thereof. Early chapters start with explorations of everyday aspects of
infant management such as the three basic elements of daytime activities for newborns: feeding time, waketime, and naptime. Practical
discussions then focus on broad and niche topics including feeding philosophies, baby sleep problems, baby scheduling challenges, nap
routines, sleep training multiples, baby sleeping props, Colic and Reflux and many other dimensions which impact breast feeding schedules,
bottle feeding tips, and baby sleeping training. Five resource Appendixes provide additional reference material: 1) Taking care of baby and
mom 2) A timeline of what to expect and when 3)Baby Sleep Training Problems and Solutions 4)Monitoring Your Baby's Growth 5) Healthy
Baby Growth Charts On Becoming Babywise is more than an infant-management concept. It is a mindset for successful parenthood. It can
help any parent develop a plan that meets both the needs of a new baby and of the entire family. These principles have worked for millions of
parents and, when applied with common sense to your unique situation, can work wonderfully for you too! Recommended by doctors across
the country.
All of the topics discussed in this book – from sovereignty to cybercrime, and from drones to the identification of passengers & privacy – are
profoundly affected by algorithms; so are air traffic services and aeronautical communications. All of these aviation-related aspects are
addressed in a 75-year-old treaty called the Chicago Convention and its Annexes, which, as this book argues, needs to be reviewed with a
focus on its relevance and applicability in connection with Moore’s Law, which posits that transistors in computer microchips double in speed,
power and performance every two years, while the cost of computers is halved during the same period. Firstly, in terms of traditional territorial
sovereignty, we have arrived at a point where there is a concept of data sovereignty and ownership that raises issues of privacy. Data
transmission becomes ambivalent in terms of territorial sovereignty, and the Westphalian model may not be the perfect answer. Whether it be
the manufacture of airplanes, the transfer of data on individuals, or the transmission of aeronautical and telecommunications information – all
have to be carried out in accordance with the same fundamental principle: duty of care. Against the backdrop of the relevant provisions of the
Chicago Convention and its Annexes, the detailed analysis presented here covers key areas such as: megatrends; AI and international law in
the digital age; blockchain and aviation; drones; aviation and telecommunications; aviation and the Internet; cybersecurity; and digital
identification of passengers & privacy. In turn, the book suggests how we can best manage this transition.
A New York Times bestseller and “a passionate, urgent” (The New Yorker) examination of the growing inequality gap from the bestselling
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author of Bowling Alone: why fewer Americans today have the opportunity for upward mobility. Central to the very idea of America is the
principle that we are a nation of opportunity. But over the last quarter century we have seen a disturbing “opportunity gap” emerge. We
Americans have always believed that those who have talent and try hard will succeed, but this central tenet of the American Dream seems no
longer true or at the least, much less true than it was. In Our Kids, Robert Putnam offers a personal and authoritative look at this new
American crisis, beginning with the example of his high school class of 1959 in Port Clinton, Ohio. The vast majority of those students went
on to lives better than those of their parents. But their children and grandchildren have faced diminishing prospects. Putnam tells the tale of
lessening opportunity through poignant life stories of rich, middle class, and poor kids from cities and suburbs across the country, brilliantly
blended with the latest social-science research. “A truly masterful volume” (Financial Times), Our Kids provides a disturbing account of the
American dream that is “thoughtful and persuasive” (The Economist). Our Kids offers a rare combination of individual testimony and rigorous
evidence: “No one can finish this book and feel complacent about equal opportunity” (The New York Times Book Review).
Jean Baudrillard meets Cookie Mueller in this gathering of French theory and new American fiction. Compiled in 2001 to commemorate the
passing of an era, Hatred of Capitalism brings together highlights of Semiotext(e)'s most beloved and prescient works. Semiotext(e)'s threedecade history mirrors the history of American thought. Founded by French theorist and critic Sylvere Lotringer as a scholarly journal in 1974,
Semiotext(e) quickly took on the mission of melding French theory with the American art world and punk underground. Its Foreign Agents,
Native Agents, Active Agents and Double Agents imprints have brought together thinkers and writers as diverse as Gilles Deleuze, Assata
Shakur, Bob Flanagan, Paul Virillio, Kate Millet, Jean Baudrillard, Michelle Tea, William S. Burroughs, Eileen Myles, Ulrike Meinhof, and
Fanny Howe. In Hatred of Capitalism, editors Kraus and Lotringer bring these people together in the same volume for the first time.
A complete guide with practical information and support for parents of children from newborn to three years old, by childcare experts at the
renowned Mayo Clinic. Written by doctors who are also parents. Updated and Revised 2nd edition. Mayo Clinic Guide to Your Baby’s First
Years is a trusted and essential resource for new and experienced parents alike. In this fully reviewed and updated second edition, you’ll find
practical guidance on caring for the new little one in your family, from birth to age 3. Inside you’ll find evidence-based advice on giving your
baby the best nutrition and introducing your toddler to solids, tips for forming healthy sleep habits, strategies for dealing with fussiness and
tantrums, advice on establishing a secure bond with your child, monthly updates on your child’s growth and development, and much more.
A storybook starring Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol! Boys and girls ages 3-7 who love Adenture Bay's favorite pups will enjoy this collection of
tales. Featuring Chase, Marshall, Skye, and the rest of the funny, furry team, each story can be read in five minutes or less, so it's perfect for
bedtime-or anytime! Get on a roll with the Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol! Chase, Marshall, Rubble, Skye, and the rest of the puppy heroes are on
a mission to save their friends and protect the community of Adventure Bay using PAW-some vehicles, tools, and teamwork. This
Nickelodeon read-along contains audio narration.
America's best-selling and best-loved guide to baby gear is back with an updated and revised edition! Yes, a baby book that actually answers
the big question about having a baby: How am I going to afford all this? With the average cost of a baby topping $7400 for just the first year
alone, new parents need creative solutions and innovative ideas to navigate the consumer maze that confronts all parents-to-be. Baby
Bargains is the answer! Inside, you'll discover: * BEST BET PICKS for cribs, car seats, strollers, high chairs, diapers and more! * CHEAT
SHEETS for your baby registry--create a baby registry in minutes with our good, better, best ideas. * SEVEN THINGS no one tells you about
baby gear, from nursery furniture to feeding baby. * THE TRUTH ABOUT STROLLERS--and which brands work best in the real world. *
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Dozens of SAFETY TIPS to keep baby safe and affordably baby proof your home. * DETAILED CHARTS that compare brands of cribs, high
chairs, car seats and more. This new 14th edition adds the latest tips and advice on getting bargains on baby gear, including: Streamlined
recommendations by parenting lifestyle, from a crib for space-challenged urban parents to an affordable car seat for Grandma's car. New
recommendations for baby feeding, from baby food processors to storage ideas for homemade baby food. BUDGET-FRIENDLY picks for
dozens of items, from high chairs to infant car seats. Expanded coverage of new baby gear items, like extra-large playpens, sleep soothers
and more

Presents babies in everyday situations from burping to breaking a sibling's toy, with flaps to lift to discover the right words
to say, including "I'm sorry," "Excuse me," and "Thank you."
THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER Hilarious best friends Cat and Nat created a massive online community of moms by
sharing their ultra-real and just a bit R-rated dispatches from the mom trenches. From what not to eat a few days after
giving birth (chicken wings) to the most effective ways to dodge post-partum sex, Cat & Nat’s Mom Truths shares
everything no one will tell you about having kids. Mixing memoir, humor, and advice, Cat and Nat tell never-before-told
stories about the stress, guilt, joy, and laundry (oh the laundry!) of being a mom in their first book. With seven kids
between them and millions of fans on social media, they get real about the parts of parenting that somehow don’t make
the Instagram feed. Sharing their outrageous humor, fearless myth-busting, and genuine comfort on every page, they
walk you from pregnancy to the toddler years and beyond. And they dole out ridiculously honest advice, like what you
think you need at the hospital when you have your first baby (lip gloss) versus what you actually need (hemorrhoid
pillow), and how worried you should really be about germs (less than you are). Fearless crusaders against the perfection
myth and all the gluten-free, sugar-free baking it entails, Cat and Nat assure you that you’re already doing a great job,
making this an essential companion for moms everywhere.
Provides information about buying and using safe, well-made, and inexpensive supplies for children ages two through
five, including Internet web addresses and advise on such topics as furniture, potty training, clothing, and toys.
"Ploughman of the Moon" by Robert William Service. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that
are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Baby Strollers: The Essential Product for Every InfantLulu Press, Inc
Now firmly established as the benchmark anthology series of international speculative fiction, volume 4 of The Apex Book
of World SF sees debut editor Mahvesh Murad bring fresh
new eyes to her selection of stories. From Spanish steampunk
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and Italian horror to Nigerian science fiction and subverted Japanese folktales, from love in the time of drones to
teenagers at the end of the world, the stories in this volume showcase the best of contemporary speculative fiction,
wherever it’s written. Cover art and design by Sarah Anne Langton. "Important to the future of not only international
authors, but the entire SF community." —Strange Horizons Featuring: Vajra Chandrasekera (Sri Lanka) — "Pockets Full of
Stones" Yukimi Ogawa (Japan) — "In Her Head, In Her Eyes" Zen Cho (Malaysia) — "The Four Generations of Chang E"
Shimon Adaf (Israel) — "Like a Coin Entrusted in Faith" (Translated by the author) Celeste Rita Baker (Virgin Islands) —
"Single Entry" Nene Ormes (Sweden) — "The Good Matter" (Translated Lisa J Isaksson and Nene Ormes) JY Yang
(Singapore) — "Tiger Baby" Isabel Yap (Philippines) — "A Cup of Salt Tears" Usman T Malik (Pakistan) — "The
Vaporization Enthalpy of a Peculiar Pakistani Family" Kuzhali Manickavel (India) — "Six Things We Found During the
Autopsy" Elana Gomel (Israel) — "The Farm" Haralambi Markov (Bulgaria) — "The Language of Knives" Sabrina Huang
(Taiwan) — "Setting Up Home" (Translated by Jeremy Tiang) Sathya Stone (Sri Lanka) — "Jinki and the Paradox" Johann
Thorsson (Iceland) — "First, Bite a Finger" Dilman Dila (Uganda) — "How My Father Became a God" Swabir Silayi (Kenya)
— "Colour Me Grey" Deepak Unnikrishnan (The Emirates) — "Sarama" Chinelo Onwualu (Nigeria) — "The Gift of Touch"
Saad Z. Hossain (Bangaldesh) — "Djinns Live by the Sea" Bernardo Fernández (Mexico) — "The Last Hours of the Final
Days" (Translated by the author) Natalia Theodoridou (Greece) — "The Eleven Holy Numbers of the Mechanical Soul"
Samuel Marolla (Italy) — "Black Tea" (Translated by Andrew Tanzi) Julie Novakova (Czech Republic) — "The Symphony of
Ice and Dust" Thomas Olde Heuvelt (Netherlands) — "The Boy Who Cast No Shadow" (Translated by Laura Vroomen)
Sese Yane (Kenya) — "The Corpse" Tang Fei — "Pepe" (Translated by John Chu) Rocío Rincón (Spain) — "The Lady of
the Soler Colony" (Translated by James and Marian Womack)
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change our lives by changing our habits.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of
Habit, award-winning business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries that explain
why habits exist and how they can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that take
us from the boardrooms of Procter & Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights movement,
Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of human nature and its potential. At its core, The Power of Habit contains
an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising regularly, losing weight, being more productive, and achieving success is
understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we can transform our businesses,
our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by the author “Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few
[books] become essential manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles Duhigg not only
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explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great
read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity “You’ll never look at
yourself, your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A Whole
New Mind “Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a serious look at the science of habit formation and
change.”—The New York Times Book Review
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